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RESEARCH CONTEXT

SPANISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL LABOUR MARKET
MAIN FINDINGS AND RESULTS

- Archaeological services experienced a growing emerging process

- The global economic crisis has a negative effect due to the dependence of the construction sector

- Fragile business activity: small firms, temporary workers, low turnover

- 17 regional different management models

- Absence of a consensus of professional definition (studies, associations, guidelines)
The Heritage Observatory
Institute of Heritage Sciences: Incipit

The Heritage Laboratory: Lapa
Institute of Heritage Sciences: Incipit

HERITAGE

- Art History
- History
- Anthropology
- Geography
- Methods engineering
- Geomorphology
- Archaeology
- Archive sciences
- Edaphology
- Computing
- Sociology

RESEARCH LINES

Socio-economic of Heritage: Database
Professional archaeologists

- Academic environment
- Legal-management environment
- Industrial environment
Transfer of knowledge experience

Scientific results

Useful to the community

The Heritage Observatory
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Scientific results

The Heritage Observatory
The Heritage Observatory

Aims:
- Enhance knowledge transfer
- Improve business competitiveness
- Contribute to the technology and product improvement
- Optimize the scientific, professional and social use of data

Access to:
- Companies Database
- Arconte (heritage law registry)
- Heritage directories (museums, public administration...)
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The Heritage Observatory

Website under construction

- (Currently) Archaeological sector
- (Currently) Services/minimum contents

(Future) Heritage sector
(Future) Other geographical contexts
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